High-throughput LC-MS quantitation of cell culture metabolites.
Monitoring cell culture metabolites, including media components and cellular byproducts, during bio manufacturing is critical for gaining insights into cell growth, productivity and product quality. Historically, cell culture metabolite analysis was a complicated process requiring several orthogonal methods to cover the large number of metabolites with diverse properties over wide concentration ranges. These off-line analyses are time consuming and not suitable for real time bioreactor monitoring. In this study, we present a high-throughput LC-MS method with a 17-min cycle time that is capable of simultaneously monitoring 93 cell culture metabolites, including amino acids, nucleic acids, vitamins, sugars and others. This method has high precision and accuracy and has been successfully applied to the daily profiling of bioreactors and raw material qualification. Information obtained in these studies has been used to identify limiting amino acids during production, which guided adjustments to the feed strategy that prevented the potential misincorporation of amino acids. This type of metabolite profiling can be further utilized to build predictive process models for adaptive feedback control and pave the road for continuous manufacturing and real-time release testing.